In the NIPS 2017 Learning to Run challenge, participants were tasked with building a controller for a musculoskeletal model to make it run as fast as possible through an obstacle course. Top participants were invited to describe their algorithms. In this work, we present eight solutions that used deep reinforcement learning approaches, based on algorithms such as Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient, Proximal Policy Optimization, and Trust Region Policy Optimization. Many solutions use similar relaxations and heuristics, such as reward shaping, frame skipping, discretization of the action space, symmetry, and policy blending. However, each of the eight teams implemented different modifications of the known algorithms.
Introduction
In the Learning to Run challenge participants were tasked to build a controller for a human musculoskeletal model, optimizing muscle activity such that the model travels as far as possible within 10 seconds [16] . Participants were solving a control problem with a continuous space of 41 input and 18 output parameters with high order relations between actuations and actions, simulating human musculoskeletal system. Expensive computational cost of the musculoskeletal simulations encouraged participants to develop new techniques tailored for this control problem.
All participants whose models traveled at least 15 meters in 10 seconds of the simulator time were invited to share their solutions in this manuscript. Nine teams agreed to contribute. The winning algorithm is published separately [14] , while the remaining eight are collected in this manuscript. Each section in the reminder of this document describes an approach taken by one team. Sections are self-contained, they can be read independently, and each of them starts with an introduction summarizing the approach. For information on compositions of teams, affiliations and acknowledgments please refer to Section 10.
Learning to Run with Actor-Critic Ensemble

Zhewei Huang and Shuchang Zhou
We introduce an Actor-Critic Ensemble (ACE) method for improving the performance of Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG) algorithm [19, 34] . At inference time, our method uses a critic ensemble to select the best action from proposals of multiple actors running in parallel. By having a larger candidate set, our method can avoid actions that have fatal consequences, while staying deterministic. Using ACE, we have won the 2nd place in NIPS'17 Learning to Run competition.
Methods
Dooming Actions Problem of DDPG
We found that in the Learning to Run challenge environment legs of a fast running skeleton can easily be tripped up by obstacles. This caused the skeleton to enter an unstable state with limbs swinging and falling down after a few frames. We observed that it was almost impossible to recover from the unstable states. We call the action causing the skeleton to enter unstable state a "dooming action".
To investigate dooming actions, we let the critic network inspect the actions at inference time. We found that most of the time, the critic could recognize dooming actions by anticipating low scores. However, as there was only one action proposed by the actor network in DDPG at every step, the dooming actions could not be avoided. This observation led us to use an actor ensemble to allow the agent to avoid dooming actions by having a critic ensemble to pick the best action from the proposed ones, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . 
Inference-Time ACE
We first trained multiple actor-critic pairs separately, using the standard DDPG method. Then we built a new agent with many actor networks proposing actions at every step. Given multiple actions, a critic network was used to select the best action. The actor picked the action with the highest score in a greedy manner.
Empirically, we found that actors of heterogeneous nature, e.g. trained with different hyper-parameters, perform better than actors from different epochs of the same training setting. This was in agreement with the observations in the original work on Ensemble Learning [7] .
To further improve critic's prediction quality, we built an ensemble of critics, by picking the pairing critics of actors. We combined the outputs of the critic networks by averaging them.
Training with ACE
If we put actor networks together to train, all the actor networks are updated at every step, even if a certain action was not used. The modified Bellman equation takes form i t+1 = arg max j Q(s t+1 , µ j (s t+1 )) Q(s t , a t ) = r(s t , a t ) + γQ(s t+1 , µ i t+1 (s t+1 )).
Experiments and results
Baseline Implementation
We used the DDPG as our baseline. To describe the state of the agent, we collected three consecutive frames of observations from the environment. We performed feature engineering as proposed by Yongliang Qin 1 , enriching the observation before we feeding into the network.
As the agent was expected to run 1000 steps to finish a successful episode, we found the vanishing gradient problem (i.e. too small magnitude of the update step in the learning process) to be critical. We made several attempts to deal with this difficulty. First, we found that with the original simulation timestep, the DDPG converges slowly. In contrast, using four times larger simulation timestep, which was equivalent to changing the action only every four frames, was found to speedup convergence significantly.
We also tried unrolling DDPG as in T D(λ ) with λ = 4 [2], but found it inferior to simply increasing simulation timestep. Second, we tried several activation functions and found that the activation function of Scaled Exponential Linear Units(SELU) [18] is superior to ReLU, as shown in Fig. 4 . SELU also outperformed Leaky ReLU, Tanh and Sigmoid. 
ACE experiments
For all models we used an identical architecture of actor and critic networks, with hyper-parameters listed in Table 1 . Our code used for competition can be found online 2 .
We built the ensemble by drawing models trained with settings of the last section. Fig. 1(b) gives the distribution of rewards when using ACE, where AXCY stands for X number of actors and Y number of critics. It can be seen that A10C10 (having 10 critics and 10 actors) has a much smaller chance of falling (rewards below 30) compared to A1C0, which is equivalent to DDPG. The maximum rewards also get improved, as shown in Tab. 2.
Training with ACE was found to have similar performance as Inference-Time ACE. 
Discussion
We propose Actor-Critic Ensemble, a deterministic method that avoids dooming actions at inference time by asking an ensemble of critics to pick actions proposed by an ensemble of actors. Our experiments found that ACE can significantly improve performance of DDPG, by reducing of the number of falls and increasing the speed of running skeletons.
Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient and improvements
Mikhail Pavlov, Sergey Kolesnikov and Sergey Plis
We benchmarked state of the art policy-gradient methods and found that Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG) method is the most efficient method for this environment. We also applied several improvements to DDPG method, such as layer normalization, parameter noise, action and state reflecting. All this improvements helped to stabilize training and improve its sample-efficiency.
Methods
DDPG improvements
We used standard reinforcement learning techniques: action repeat (the agent selects action every 5th state and selected action is repeated on skipped steps) and reward scaling. After several attempts, we choose a scale factor of 10 (i.e. multiply reward by ten) for remaining experiments. For exploration we used OrnsteinUhlenbeck (OU) process [37] to generate temporally correlated noise, considered efficient in exploration of physical environments. Our DDPG implementation was parallelized as follows: n processes collected samples with fixed weights all of which were processed by the learning process at the end of an episode, which updated their weights. Since DDPG is an off-policy method, the stale weights of the samples only improved the performance providing each sampling process with its own weights and thus improving exploration.
Parameter noise
Another improvement is the recently proposed parameters noise [25] that perturbs network weights encouraging state dependent exploration. We used parameter noise only for the actor network. Standard deviation σ for the Gaussian noise was chosen according to the original work [25] so that measure where π is the policy with noise, equals to σ in OU. For each training episode we switched between the action noise and the parameter noise choosing them with 0.7 and 0.3 probability respectively.
Layer norm
Henderson et al. showed that layer normalization [3] stabilizes the learning process in a wide range of reward scaling. We have investigated this claim in our settings. Additionally, layer normalization allowed us to use same perturbation scale across all layers despite the use of parameters noise [25] . We normalized the output of each layer except the last for critic and actor by standardizing the activations of each sample. We applied layer normalization before the nonlinearity.
Actions and states reflection symmetry
The musculoskeletal model to control in the challenge has bilateral body symmetry. State components and actions can be reflected to increase sample size by factor of 2. We sampled transitions from replay memory, reflected states and actions and used original states and actions as well as reflected as batch in training step. This procedure improves stability of learned policy. When we did not use this technique our model learned suboptimal policies, when for example muscles for only one leg are active and other leg just follows the first leg.
Experiments and results
For all experiments we used environment with 3 obstacles and random strengths of the psoas muscles. We tested models on setups running 8 and 20 threads. For comparing different PPO, TRPO and DDPG settings we used 20 threads per model configuration. We have compared various combinations of improvements of DDPG in two identical settings that only differed in the number of threads used per configuration: 8 and 20. The goal was to determine whether the model rankings are consistent when the number of threads changes. For n threads (where n is either 8 or 20) we used n − 2 threads for sampling transitions, 1 thread for training, and 1 thread for testing. For all models we used identical architecture of actor and critic networks. All hyperparameters are listed in Table 3 . Our code used for competition and described experiments can be found in a github repo. 3 Experimental evaluation is based on the non-discounted return.
Benchmarking different models
Comparison of our winning model with the baseline approaches is presented in Figure 3 . Among all methods the DDPG significantly outperformed PPO and TRPO. The environment is time expensive and method should utilized experience as effectively as possible. DDPG due to experience replay (re)uses each sample from environment many times making it the most effective method for this environment. rewards scaling 10 parameter noise probability 0.3 OU exploration parameters θ = 0.1, µ = 0, σ = 0.2, σ min = 0.05, dt = 1e−2, n steps annealing σ decay 1e6 per thread Fig. 3 : Comparing test reward of the baseline models and the best performing model that we have used in the "Learning to run" competition.
Testing improvements of DDPG
To evaluate each component we used an ablation study as it was done in the rainbow article [12] . In each ablation, we removed one component from the full combination. Results of experiments are presented in Figure 4a and Figure 4b for 8 and 20 threads respectively. The figures demonstrate that each modification leads to a statistically significant performance increase. The model containing all modifications scores the highest reward. Note, the substantially lower reward in the case, when parameter noise was employed without the layer norm. One of the reasons is our use of the same perturbation scale across all layers, which does not work that well without normalization. Also note, the behavior is quite stable across number of threads, as well as the model ranking. As expected, increasing the number of threads improves the result. Maximal rewards achieved in the given time for 8 and 20 threads cases for each of the combinations of the modifications is summarized in Table 4 . The main things to observe is a substantial improvement effect of the number of threads, and stability in the best and worst model rankings, although the models in the middle are ready to trade places. 
Discussion
Our results in OpenSim experiments indicate that in a computationally expensive stochastic environments that have high-dimensional continuous action space the best performing method is off-policy DDPG. We have tested 3 modifications to DDPG and each turned out to be important for learning. Action states reflection doubles the size of the training data and improves stability of learning and encourages the agent to learn to use left and right muscles equally well. With this approach the agent truly learns to run. Examples of the learned policies with and without the reflection are present at this URL https://tinyurl.com/ycvfq8cv.
Parameter and Layer noise additionally improves stability of learning due to introduction of state dependent exploration.
Asynchronous DDPG with Deep Residual Network for Learning to Run
Zhibo Chen, Zhizheng Zhang, Jiale Chen and Jun Shi
For improving the training effectiveness of DDPG on this physics-based simulation environment which has high computational complexity, we designed a parallel architecture with deep residual network for the asynchronous training of DDPG. In this work, we describe our approach and we introduce supporting implementation details.
Methods
Asynchronous DDPG
In our framework, the agent could collect interactive experiences and update its network parameters asynchronously. For the collection of experiences, the Learning to Run environments with different seeds and same difficulty-level settings were wrapped by multi-process programming. All step-by-step interactive experiences in every wrapped environment would be stored in a specific storage until this episode finished. Then we decided which step experiences to put into the experience replay memory according to their corresponding step rewards and episode rewards. In terms of the updating of networks' parameters, the updating process would sample a batch from the replay memory after each interaction with the RL environments no matter which specific environment process this interaction takes place in.
The Neural Network Structure
Whether for the human body in real-world or the musculoskeletal model used in this simulation, the accurate physical motions are determined by multiple joints and implemented by the excitations of multiple different muscles. Taking it naturally, we applied 1D convolution modules in the neural networks for both actor and critic networks with the expectation of capturing the correlation among 41 values of the observation. And our experimental results indicated that 1D convolution neural networks were better able to prevent converging to the local optimal solution than fully connected networks. In order to improve the efficiency and stability of training, we added the residual blocks (see Figure 5 ) to make our model easier to train and converge.
We also tried to take advantage of 2D convolution to process the 1D observation information and learn the features from historical actions, inspired by the work on 3D convolution neural network for human action recognition [15] . However, the performance of the RL agent with 2D convolution was less likely to converge steadily. 
Noise for Exploration
We tried both parameter space noise [25] and action space noise for the exploration in this task. For parameter space noise, it was really hard to fine-tuning and get an optimal solution in Learning to Run environment, which might be caused by the structure of our neural network. In terms of action space noise, we found that Ornstein-Uhlenbeck noise would lead to inefficient exploration and convergence to local optimal solution. Instead, correlated Gaussian noise was more suitable in this task. Additionally, considering there should be the continuity among actions as the outputs of the actor, we designed a so-called random walk Gaussian noise for this continuous task, which brought us the highest grade but with a little large variance. Hence, we thought that normal correlated Gaussian noise and the random walk Gaussian noise were both effective for exploration in this environment, but each had its advantages and disadvantages.
Detailed Implementation
We would like to discuss the stability in this section, which included the stability of training and the stability of the policy for obstacles crossing. For the stability of training, we applied some common techniques in our model, such as layer normalization, reward scaling, prioritized experience replay [31] and action repetition. Additionally, we applied a training trick with a small learning rate, named "trot". In detail, we sampled one batch and used it to implement back-propagation for multiple times with a small learning rate. For the stability of the policy for obstacles crossing, a ceil option for the radius of the obstacle turned out to be significant to improve the agent's performance. The obstacles for the agent would be slightly larger than their real sizes and the mathematic space to be fitted by neural network will be also reduced by this method. Hence, we could make it easier for the learning by neural network and improve the stability of obstacles crossing meanwhile.
Experiments and results
The Number of Parallel Process
Based on the experimental verification, we found the number of environment process would have a large impact on the learning performance of the agent. We tested our model with setting 12, 24, and 64 processes. The experimental results indicated that the more processes we used, the more samples we could get but not inevitably the better for the learning performance. In our settings, the model with 24 environment process would get the highest grade. Excessive number of the parallel environment processes could cause that too much similar transitions were pushed into the experience replay memory, which adversely affected the training of agent.
The Neural Network Structure
The neural network structure seriously affects the learning ability of the agent. According to our training results (see Figure 6 ), the 1D convolution neural network with residual blocks was the best fit for both actor and critic in DDPG whether for the maximum learning ability or the stability. Moreover, the 1D convolution neural network without residual blocks was also better than the fully connection network. Moreover, widening the network was more effective than deepening the network in this task, because it was easier to get the gradient in a suitable range for wide networks to implement policy updating. 
Discussion
In this section, we discuss the difference between the first and the second round of the competition. Due to the setting of that the current episode will be finished if you fall down, the requirements on stability of obstacles crossing were significantly higher than it in the first round. More precisely, the obstacles only appeared in the beginning of the journey, it was easier for an agent to cross the obstacles in the set time, because the agent had not accelerated yet to a great speed. In the second round, the agent should cross the obstacles when it runs with a high speed, which made it easy to fall down. As our previous description, a ceiling constraint for the radius of obstacles could solve this problem effectively to some extent.
Interestingly, our agent discovered a really smart trick by itself in the training process. Instead of avoiding the obstacles, it would try to deliberately step on a large obstacle and then used it as a stepping stone. Although it didn't master this trick due to the limitation of training time, we were really surprised by this exploitation of the environment.
Proximal Policy Optimization with Policy Blending
Henryk Michalewski, Piotr Miłoś and Błażej Osiński Our solution was based on the distributed Proximal Policy Optimization algorithm combined with a few efficiency-improving techniques. We used the frameskip to increase exploration. We changed rewards to encourage the agent to bend its knees, which significantly stabilized the gait and accelerated the training. In the final stage, we found it beneficial to transfer skills from small networks (easier to train) to bigger ones (with more expressive power). For this purpose we developed policy blending, a general cloning/transferring technique.
Methods
Combining cautious and aggressive strategies.
In the first stage of the competition our most successful submission was a combination of 2 agents. The first agent was cautious and rather slow. It was designed to steadily jump over the three obstacles (approx. first 200 steps of an episode). For the remaining 800 steps we switched to a 20%-faster agent, trained beforehand in an environment without obstacles.
jumper policy mixed policy sprinter policy
The switching of policies was a rather delicate task. Our attempts to immediately change from the first policy left the agent in a state unknown to the second one and caused the agent to fall. Eventually, we switched the policies gradually by applying the linear combination (1 − k n )a η + k n a ν , where k is the transition step, a η , a ν are actions of the jumper and sprinter respectively; n = 150 was required to smooth the transition. A more refined version of this experiment should include learning of a macro policy which would decide on its own how the jumper and sprinter should be combined (see [36, 38] for a broader introduction to hierarchical learning).
angle α Frameskip.
Our initial experiments led to suboptimal behaviors, such as kangaroo-like jumping (two legs moving together). We conjectured that the reason was a poor exploration and thus applied frameskip. In this way we obtained our first truly bipedal walkers. In particular, frameskip set to 4 led to a slow but steadily walking agent capable of scoring approximately 20 points. Reward shaping.
In the process of training we obtained various agents walking or running, but still never bending one of the legs. We decided to shape agent's behavior [8] through adding of an extra reward for bending of knees. More specifically, we added a reward for getting the angle α into a prescribed interval, see the figure on the left. This adjustment resulted in significant improvements in the walking style. Moreover, training with the knee reward caused our policy to train significantly faster, see Figure 8 . We experimented with various other rewards. Perhaps the most interesting was explicit penalization of falling over. As a consequence we created an ultra-cautious agent, who always concluded the whole episode but at the cost of a big drop of the average speed.
Final tuning -policy blending.
We found it easier to train a reasonable bipedal walking policy π when using small nets. However, small nets suffered from unsatisfactory final performance in environment with many obstacles. We used pretrained π and a method we called policy blending to softly guide the learning process. Namely, we kept π fixed and trained new η; the agent was issuing actions αa π + (1 − α)a η , α ∈ (0, 1). One can see blending as a simplified version of progressive networks considered in [27] .
Even with α ≈ 0.1 the walking style of π was coarsely preserved, while the input from bigger net of η led to significant improvements in harder environments. In some cases blended policies could successfully deal with obstacles even though π was trained in an obstacle-free environment. In some experiments after an initial period of training with α > 0, we continued with α = 0, which can be seen as knowledge transfer from π to η. In our experience, such knowledge transfer worked better than direct behavioral cloning. To test cloning we followed a procedure of [4] , first copying the original policy to a new neural net through supervised learning followed by further training of the new policy on its own. However, in our experiments policies obtained through cloning showed at best the same performance as the original policies. Conversely, as can be seen in Figure 9 transferring a policy from obstacle-free environment using policy blending performed better than simple retraining. Overall, we performed approximately 5000 experiments of lengths up to 72 hours. We used the PPO optimization algorithm [32] . In Figure 8 we present how the knee reward helps in the training. Figure 9 we compare retraining with blending of policies.
Experiments and results
Double Bootstrapped DDPG for Continuous Deep Reinforcement Learning
Zhuobin Zheng, Chun Yuan and Zhihui Lin Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG) provides substantial gains in sample efficiency on off-policy experience data over on-policy methods. However, vanilla DDPG may explore inefficiently and be easily trapped into local optima in the Learning to Run Challenge. We proposed Double Bootstrapped DDPG, an algorithm that combines efficient exploration with promising stability in continuous control tasks.
Methods
Double Bootstrapped DDPG
Inspired by Bootstrapped DQN [22] , Double Bootstrapped DDPG, abbreviated with DB-DDPG, extends the actor-critic architecture to completely bootstrapped networks (see Figure 10 for an overview of the approach). Both actor and critic networks have a shared body for feature extraction, followed by multiple heads with different random initialization.
A simple warm-up is applied before training: the actor heads are randomly selected to interact with the environment and pre-train during every episode, together with their paired critic heads as vanilla DDPGs.
During one single training episode, the k th pair of actor and critic heads are randomly activated to learn. Given a state s t , multiple actor heads output candidate actions a t = (a 1 , a 2 , ..., a K ) t , which are concatenated to the critic network. Multiple critic heads output an E-Q value matrix(R K×K ) for the actions a t according to the state s t . The final ensemble action with highest Q-value sum which is determined by the E-Q value matrix as Equation (1),
is chosen to execute for the state receiving a new state s t+1 and a reward r t . Moreover, a random mask m t = (m 1 , m 2 , ..., m K ) t is generated with Bernoulli distribution simultaneously. A new transition (s t , a t , r t , s t+1 , m t ) is stored in experience memory. The selected k th heads together with respective shared bodies and target networks are trained as a DDPG given a minibatch of samples. The i th experience with mask m k i = 0 is ignored when training for bootstrapping [22] . A more detailed procedure can be found in Algorithm 1.
Besides, we also used common reinforcement learning techniques, such as: frame skipping [20] (the agent performs the same action every k consecutive observations. we set k = 4), prioritized experience replay [31] and a reward trick [9] which utilizes velocity instead of distance as reward encouraging the agent to make more forward process along the track.
Observation Preprocessing
Since the original observation vector given by the environment does not satisfy the Markov property, we extended the observation by calculating more velocities and acceleration of the remaining body parts. During the experiments, we found that obstacles may be extremely close to each other. In this case, when an agent overstepped the first obstacle with one single leg, a new observation about the next obstacle was immediately updated. As a result, it probably fell down since another leg hit the previously invisible obstacle. To solve this problem, information about the previous obstacle was appended to the observation vector.
Noise Schedule
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) process [37] was used to generate noise for exploration. DB-DDPG utilized a noise decay rate for action noise for balancing exploration and exploitation. Once the noise decreased below a threshold, DB-DDPG acted without noise injection and focused on exploiting the environment. Exploration noise recovered when the uncertainty of the agent decreased. This process could be switched iteratively and fine-tuned manually for stability until convergence.
Experiments
Details
We used Adam [17] for learning the parameters with a learning rate of 1e −4 and 3e −4 for the actor and the critic network respectively. For the Q networks we set a discount factor of γ = 0.99 and τ = 1e −3 for soft target updates. All hidden layers utilized exponential linear units(ELU) [5] while the output layer of the actor utilized a tanh layer to bound the actions followed by scale and shift operations. The shared network of the actor had two hidden layers with 128 and 64 units respectively. This was followed by multiple heads with 64 and 32 units. The critic had similar architecture except actions which were concatenated in the second hidden layer.
Results
We evaluated the algorithm on a single machine. Results in Figure 11 showed that multi-head architecture brought significant performance increase. These models with different multiple heads were pre-trained using previous experience memory in the warm-up phase before training. The single-head model could be regarded as vanilla DDPG. These agents were trained using the same techniques and hyperparameters mentioned above following Algorithm 1. The figure showed that DB-DDPGs outperformed vanilla DDPG on performance ensuring faster training and stability. The model with 10-head scored the highest cumulative reward by more efficient exploration and ensemble training. 
Discussion
We proposed the Double Bootstrapped DDPG algorithm for high-dimensional continuous control tasks. It was demonstrated that DB-DDPG with multiple heads led to significantly faster learning than vanilla DDPG while retaining stability in the Learning to Run challenge. Going forward, DB-DDPG can be not only efficient on a single machine, but parallelizable up to more machines boosting the learning. Furthermore, we believe this architecture is also available for dealing with multi-task reinforcement learning problems, which means each head only concentrates on its own sub-task when training then makes its own professional decision for ensemble collaboratively.
Plain DDPG with soft target networks
Anton Pechenko
We used DDPG with soft target networks and Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. Discount factor was 0.99, replay buffer was 1 000 000, batch size was 64. For training we used 7 simulators which was run in parallel.
Algorithm 1 Double Bootstrapped DDPG
Input: head number K, mini-batch size N, maximum training episode E Initialize: Randomly initialize critic network Q(s, a|θ Q ) with K outputs {Q k } K k=1 , and actor network µ(s|θ µ ) with K outputs {µ k } K k=1 . Initialize critic target networks θ Initialize replay buffer R, masking distribution M for episode e = 1, E do Initialize a random process N for action exploration Receive initial observation state s 0 Pick a pair of activated critic and actor networks using k∼Uni f orm{1, ..., K} for step t = 1, T do Select action a t from actions {a|a k = µ(s t |θ µ k )} K k=1 according to the policies and exploration noise as following,
Execute action a t then observe reward r t and new state s t+1 Sample bootstrapped mask m t ∼M Store transition (s t , a t , r t , s t+1 , m t ) in R Sample a random minibatch of m transitions
Update actor network using the sampled policy gradient:
end for end for
Method
State description
To remove redundancy from the state space and make training more efficient it is often reasonable to exploit state space symmetry. That is why we used first person view transformation of the observation vector. That means we subtracted coordinates and angle of pelvis from others bones coordinates and angles. Also we assigned zero to X coordinate of the pelvis to collapse observation space along X coordinate to make run performance independent of X coordinate. We had no information about ground reaction forces in observation vector. Since it seemed very important for running it was needed to estimate it. To that end, we constructed a state vector from a sequence of the three last observation vectors.
Training process
We used two separated multilayer perceptrons [26] for actor and critic with 5 hidden layers, 512 neurons each. In three out of seven agents we random 20-40 actions at start and then started collecting (S, A, R, S ) experience items, i.e. a previous state state, an action, a reward and a result state. This increases variety of starting points and increases quality of replay buffer experience. For 30% of simulations we turned off obstacles in order to increase the variety of replay buffer. Training consisted of two steps. The first step was optimization with Adam [17] with 1e − 4 learning rate till agents increase its score at maximum, which, in our case, turned out to be approximately 37 meters. In the second step, we trained the network with the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) using the learning rate of 5e − 5. During the SGD step agents decreased running velocity but increase robustness to falls and obstacles overcoming resulting in 26 meters score.
Experiments and results
The implementation of this solution can be found as a part of the RL-Server software available at github 4 . The RL-Server is a python application using Tensorflow [1] , with DQN [20] and DDPG algorithms included. The entire training process, including replay buffer, training and inference steps is performed within the RL-Server application. A lightweight client code can be included in parallel running environments. It enables multiple languages thanks to an open communication protocol.
PPO with reward shaping
Adam Stelmaszczyk and Piotr Jarosik
We trained our final model with PPO on 80 cores in 5 days using reward shaping, extended and normalized observation vector. We recompiled OpenSim with lower accuracy to have about 3x faster simulations.
Methods
Our general approach consisted of two phases: exploration of popular algorithms and exploitation of the most promising one. In the first phase we tried 3 algorithms (in the order we tried them): Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG) (keras-rl implementation [24] ), Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [33] (OpenAI baselines implementation [6] ), Evolution Strategies (ES) [28] (OpenAI implementation [29] ). We also tried 3 improvements: changing the reward function during training (reward shaping), improving observations (feature engineering) and normalizing observations. We started our experiments with DDPG (without improvements) and we could not achieve good results. That was probably because of the bad normalization or not enough episodes. We had problems parallelizing keras-rl and we were using only one process. Therefore, we switched to PPO and ES, for which learning plots and parallelization looked better. We were incrementally adding improvements to these two techniques. In the end we used the default hyperparameters for all the algorithms, their values can be found in the full source code [35] .
Reward shaping
We guided learning to promising areas by shaping the reward function. We employed: a penalty for straight legs, a penalty for pelvis.x greater than head.x (causing a skeleton to lean forward), adding 0.01 reward for every time step (to help take the first step and get out of local maximum) and using velocity instead of distance passed, found in [9] . Using velocity rewards passing the same distance in less time steps.
Feature engineering
We changed all x positions from absolute to relative to pelvis.x. Thanks to that similar poses were represented by similar observations. We also extended the observation vector from 41 values to 82 by adding: the remaining velocities and accelerations of the body parts, ground touch indicator for toes and talus, a queue of two obstacles: the next one (preserved from the original observation) and the previous one. Without this, when passing over an obstacle, agent would lose sight of the obstacle underneath it as it would immediately switch to the next one.
Normalizing observations
We logged the mean and standard deviation of all the observations to see if the normalization was done correctly. By default, baselines PPO implementation used a filter which automatically normalized every observation. For every observation, it was keeping its running mean and standard deviation. It did normalization by subtracting the mean and dividing by std. This worked well for most of the observations, however for some it was problematic. For constants, e.g. the strength of psoas, the standard deviation would be 0. The code in that case was just passing this observation as it is. The magnitude of an observation was treated as an importance when passed to a network. Too big values would saturate all the other smaller inputs (which may be more important). Also, the first strength of psoas had a different value than the following ones (due to a bug in the challenge environment, later fixed). So, the filter would calculate some arbitrary mean with standard deviation and later use them. Another problem was that some observations were most of the time were close to 0, but were shooting up in some moments to greater values, e.g. velocity. This resulted in huge values (because initial standard deviation was close to 0), saturating the network.
Because all of these problems, we skipped the auto normalizing and manually normalized every observation. Iteratively, we were running our model and visualizing mean with standard deviation for all the observations. Then we were correcting the normalization of observations which mean was far from 0 or standard deviation far from 1. . The mean reward of DDPG was very variable. We experienced the most stable learning with PPO. ES gave us worse results, after 3000 iterations the skeleton stayed still for 1000 time steps, scoring around 10, because we rewarded 0.01 for every survived time step.
Experiments and results
We found that OpenSim simulator was the bottleneck, accounting for about 99% of the CPU time. To speed it up about 3x, we changed the simulator's accuracy from default 0.1% to 3%, following https://github. com/ctmakro/stanford-osrl#the-simulation-is-too-slow. Any change made in our environment could have introduced a bias when grading on the server, however we didn't notice any significant score changes.
We conducted our experiments on: Chuck, an instance with 80 CPU cores (Intel Xeon), provided by Faculty of Mathematics, Informatics, and Mechanics, University of Warsaw. Devbox, an instance with 16 CPU and 4 CUDA GPU cores, provided by Institute of Fundamental Technological Research, Polish Academy of Sciences. AWS c5.9xlarge and c4.8xlarge instances, in the last 4 days, sponsored by Amazon.
We checked OpenSim simulator performance on Nvidia GPU cores (with NVBLAS support), however it didn't reduce the computation time. Final training was done on Chuck due to its large number of CPU cores. Different training runs were often resulting in very different models, some of which were stuck in local maxima early. Because of that, we started 5 to 10 separate training runs. We monitored their plots and visualized the current policy from time to time. If we judged that the model was not promising -e.g. it was stuck in local maxima or looked inferior to some other one -we stopped it and gave the resources to the more promising trainings.
In Figure 12 we present mean episode reward obtained by DDPG, PPO and ES during one training run. We achieved the best result using PPO, our score in the final stage was 18.63 meters. The final score was taken as the best score out of 5 submissions. The remaining scores were: 18.53, 16.14, 15.19, 14.5. The average of our 5 final submissions was 16.6.
Discussion
The average score during DDPG training was fluctuating a lot, sometimes it could also drop and never regain. We tried to tune the hyperparameters, without any gain though. Our problems were most probably due to bad data normalization or not enough episodes. The average score with PPO was not fluctuating as much and did not suddenly drop. That is why we switched to PPO and stayed with it until the end of the competition. ES usage in the Learning to Run environment should be more thoroughly examined.
There are a few things we would do differently now. We would try DDPG OpenAI baselines implementation. We would use simpler and well-known environment in the beginning, e.g. Walker2d and reproduce the results. We would make sure normalization is done correctly. We would try Layer Normalization instead of tedious manual normalization. We would tune hyperparameters in the end and in a rigorous way [11] . We would repeat an action n times (so-called frame skip). We would learn also on mirror flips of observations as shown in [23] . Finally, we would use TensorBoard or similar for visualizations.
9 Leveraging emergent muscles-activation patterns: from DDPG in a continuous action space to DQN with a set of actions 
Methods
Our approach consisted of two parts. In the first part, we applied the DDPG model to the Learning to Run environment. Our model consisted of actor and critic sub-networks with parameters used as recommended by the Getting Started guide 5 . For the initial exploration of the continuous 18-dimensional action space, we used Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) process [37] to generate temporally correlated noise which we added to the actor Neural Network (NN) output values. The model learned reliable muscles-activation patterns to perform successful locomotion (Fig. 13) . After training, when the agent reached a performance plateau, the outputs of the actor NN became either equal to 0 or 1 (vectors of 18 binary values). We let the agents run further and collected a set of actor NN outputs (Table. 5, Fig. 15 ). To generalize over many successful locomotion strategies, we collected patterns from different independently trained agents. In the second part, we used the set of collected patterns in two different scenarios. In the first scenario, we continued with training of DDPG models and used Q-values of the set of collected patterns for exploration, as, according to the critic NN, actor's outputs were close, but not equal to the highest Q-values of the set of collected patterns (Fig. 16) . The collected set allowed us to vastly reduce the action-search-space to a moderate set of useful muscles-activation patterns. Exploration by selection of patterns with highest Q-values allowed, in many cases, to increase the score further by 10-20%, after the DDPG agent reached a plateau of performance. In the second scenario, following the DQN approach, we used solely the critic NN (Fig. 14) to train new agents. To get Q-values for the set of collected muscles-activation patterns we concatenated them with state values and fed the batch to the critic NN (Fig. 14) . Table 5 : Patterns of muscles activation and occurrence frequencies. While a binary vector of 18 values would have 2 18 = 262144 potential combinations, we found only a set of 214 muscles-activation patterns for trained models. That reduced exploration space to a moderate set of meaningful patterns. Certain patterns occurred more frequently than other (Table 5 ) with the 8 most frequent patterns representing already more than 30 % of all executed actions. About a half of the collected patterns (108 patterns) occurred only once (per episode of 1000 steps). Occurrence frequencies of the collected patterns (Table 5 ) demonstrated a Pareto distribution (Fig. 15) . 
Discussion
We presented alternative (DQN based) approaches to explore and select actions in the continues action space. However, the prerequisite is to have a set of meaningful actions for the task. Exploiting the set of collected muscles-activation patterns for further training has shown to lead to better performance and overall we want to consider in the future how to bootstrap the information further from emerging activation patterns and updating this collection. As a possible extension, we could take into account the reflection symmetry of muscles-activation patterns for the left and right legs. The set of 214 unique muscles-activation patterns for 18 muscles (two legs) contains only a set of 56 unique muscles-activation patterns for 9 muscles (per leg). In a way, this work is related to the ideas of hierarchical reinforcement learning [10] and the work on learning Dynamic Movement Primitives [30, 13] which are attractor systems of a lower dimensionality on the lower levels of such hierarchical systems. The challenge was co-organized by the Mobilize Center, a National Institutes of Health Big Data to Knowledge (BD2K) Center of Excellence supported through Grant U54EB020405. The challenge was partially sponsored by Nvidia who provided DGX Station TM for the first prize in the challenge, and GPUs Titan V for the second and the third prize, by Amazon Web Services who provided 30000 USD in cloud credits for participants, and by Toyota Research Institute who funded one travel grant.
